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The f irst quarter of 2018 is wrapping 
up, and it’s time to spring forward and 
look ahead to what we could expect in 
the coming months. After a large market 
drop kicking off the month of February, 
March has been relatively calm for stocks 
so far. The biggest event of the month 
was the Federal Reserve (Fed) meeting 
held on March 21—the first with new 
Fed Chair Powell at the helm.

As anticipated by the markets, the  
Fed raised the fed funds rate by 0.25% 
(25 basis points), bringing its target 
interest rate to 1.50–1.75%. The Fed 
also upgraded its outlook on economic 
growth and kept its inflation projection 
unchanged.

So, what does this latest step forward 
mean for markets overall? Although 
sometimes markets react negatively 
to rate hikes, these increases tend to 
signal the Fed’s confidence in the 
U.S. economy. The Fed’s dual 
mandate seeks to balance 
the of ten-competing 
goals of maximum 
employment 
and low, 
stable 

inf lation. With the economy growing 
above potential and job growth steady, 
the Fed’s attention has been increasingly 
focused on finding a rate hike path that 
does not lead to any bubbles in markets 
or cause the economy to overheat.

One of the contributing factors to the 
market decline in early February was 
the January employment report, which 
showed a surprise uptick in wage growth. 
As a result, this increased concerns regard-
ing inflation and whether a faster path of 
rate hikes was on the horizon. Since then, 
fears of escalating inflationary pressures 
may have faded 
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A 
s many of you know, in March Liz and Bob traveled to Thailand 

for the wedding of a dear friend. The wedding took place at the 
bride’s hometown, the village of Lopburi, about 90 miles outside of 
Bangkok. The wedding was a traditional Thai ceremony, very different 
from what we experience here in the States! The following weekend, 
they attended a reception which was held in the city of Bangkok. 
 
Liz and Bob had the opportunity to experience many other aspects 
of Thailand. They spent a couple of days at the beaches of Phuket, 
and then travelled back to Bangkok. While there, they visited  
 
 

 
the Grand Palace, the official residence of the Kings of Siam until 1925. In 
order to enter the Palace, you must have your legs completely covered. Take 
a look at the long pants Bob had to purchase before touring the Palace! 
 
Another highlight of their trip was spending time with the elephants. Not 
only did Liz and Bob take a ride on the elephants, but they were able to 
feed and bathe them, as well!



somewhat, although price pressures could continue 
to build in the coming months. At LPL Research, we  
continue to believe the Fed will need to see a sustained 
pace of higher inflation, and potentially a wage growth 
number as high as 4% annually, before becoming signifi-
cantly more aggressive.

In addition to the Fed and inflation, we’re keeping our eye 
on a number of factors that could have meaningful implica-
tions down the line, including:

Economic growth: Market par ticipants generally 
expect the U.S. economy to get a boost from the new tax 
law, which supports both consumer spending and business 
spending.

Earnings: Corporate America produced the best earn-
ings growth in several years during the fourth quarter of 
2017, while 2018 has seen the biggest upward revision to 
S&P 500 Index earnings to start a year since these data have 
been collected.

Trade policy: We believe trade policy is among the big-
gest risks facing stocks right now. The recently announced 
tariffs may have limited immediate economic impact, but the 
big concern is China’s intellectual property trade practices.

Although there may never be a dull moment when watch-
ing the markets and economy in this day and age, the latest 
action by the Fed was taken in stride. We acknowledge the 
possibility for further volatility, given geopolitics and trade 
protectionism. But our general outlook remains positive for 
the remainder of 2018, as we expect that continued eco-
nomic and earnings growth may help offset trade tensions.

We will continue to keep you updated on our latest views 
and the top areas to watch as the year develops. As always, 
please don’t hesitate to reach out to your financial advisor 
with any questions.
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You, of course, are familiar with many of the traditional Spring Holidays such as Easter, Mother’s 
Day and Father’s Day. But there are so many more days to celebrate over the next couple of 
months. Here are a few slightly more obscure holidays you may find of interest:

1.Winston Churchill Day, celebrated on April 9th, the day Winston Churchill was made an honorary  
U.S. citizen.

2.National Peach Cobbler Day, celebrated on April 13th. Back in the 1800’s, American settlers travelling 
to the West did not have the ingredients to make a then-popular suet pudding. They used peaches and 
dough to cobble together this tasty fruit pie.

3.International Juggler’s Day, celebrated on April 18th. Juggling is a skill and form of entertainment 
that has been around for thousands and thousands of years. Some might suggest that office workers are 
jugglers, as they multi-task and keep several “balls” in the air at all times.

4.International Tuba Day, celebrated the first Friday in May, in order to recognize musicians around the 
world who struggle with the weight and size of their big instrument. 

5.National Tap Dance Day is always celebrated on May 25th. This day was created in honor of the 
birthday of legendary tap dancer Bill “Bojangles” Robinson on May 25, 1878.

6.National Hamburger Day is celebrated on May 28th. Hamburgers always seem to taste best with a side 
order of French fries, but you’ll have to wait until July 13th to celebrate National French Fries Day!

7.International Ball Point Pen Day is celebrated on June 10th. On this day in 1943, brothers Laslo and 
Georg Biro of Argentina filed a patent for ballpoint pen. Ballpoint pens hit the U.S. market in 1945 at 

Gimbel’s department store, selling for $12.50 each! The Biro brothers later sold their patent to Bic.

8.A favorite of your Monarch Team is Take Your Dog to Work Day, 
celebrated the Friday after Father’s Day. This year it will be June 

18th…feel free to stop by the office with your favorite furry 
friend!

9.Insurance Awareness Day, which is 
always celebrated on June 28th. We 

feel certain this day is brought to 
you by an insurance company 
or two! If you would like to 
“celebrate” with a review of 
your insurance policies, 
just give us a call!
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